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Abstract—High resolution data from social media platforms
like Twitter presents an unprecedented opportunity to organisa-
tions for social customer relationship management (Social CRM)
by analysing the ongoing discussion about business events such
as a service outage. Text based sentiment analysis has been
widely researched utilising mainly lexicon-based and machine
learning approaches to uncover customers opinions. They are
similar in the sense that the machine learning approach relies
on an initial lexical model on which the learning is based. Both
methods view sentiment as either positive, neutral, or negative.
This is not the case for the psycholinguistic approach following
which text sentiment is more continuous. We compare these three
approaches with a Twitter dataset collected during a service
outage. Contrary to our expectation, we find that the language
used in tweets is not very negative or emotionally intense. This
research therefore contributes to the sentiment analysis discussion
by dissecting three methods and illustrating how and why they
arrive at differing results. The selected research context provides
an illuminating case about service failure and recovery.

Index Terms—Text Analysis, Sentiment Analysis, Psycholin-
guistics, Valence, Arousal, Emotional Intensity, Social CRM,
Twitter, NLP, Service Breakdown

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media has brought many innovations, one of which

is the measurement of customer sentiment. The analysis of

customer language for sentiment has been largely driven by

computer scientists and gained widespread implementation in

industry. Sentiment in a nutshell refers to positive or negative

valence. The digitally connected society enables customers to

openly and instantly share their opinions on social media.

This has paved the way for social CRM into main stream

CRM and has made it pivotal for any business strategy [1]

to monitor customer opinions and proactively manage them.

The monitoring of customer views for example, is positively

related to customer relationship performance [2]. Hence suc-

cessful customer relationships rely on understanding customer

sentiment in order to be able to address them effectively.

Sentiment analysis incorporates lexical and machine learning

as an underlying mechanisms to compute a sentiment score

of customer opinions on social media sites [3]. Psychologists

have studied sentiment, which they call valence or mood, for

much longer. In fact, a benchmark comparison by Ribeiro

et. al. [4] of 24 popular sentiment analysis methods shows

how methods that were originally developed in linguistics and

psychology are increasingly used in computational sentiment

analysis. Using the rules of language, the field of psycholin-

guistic examines language comprehension and investigates the

relationship between language and psychological processes. In

comparison to psycholinguistics, lexical and machine learning

approaches tend to see sentiment as a quasi-dichotomy. In

other words, sentiment is either positive, negative, or neutral.

Considering how we as individuals experience emotions, we

intuitively know that any emotional experience is not as clear

cut. We experience any positive or negative emotion on a

continuum. Emotions not only vary in terms of their valence,

i.e. positive or negative, but also in terms of their intensity.

For example, we might feel content, happy, or joyous. These

are all positive emotions, but differ in intensity. Therefore, any

emotional experience is two-dimensional [5].

In this paper we compare traditional computer science sen-

timent analysis techniques with the psycholinguistics method

to better understand the similarities and differences of these

approaches, which ultimately influence the inferences that

we can draw. In fact, previous researchers highlighted that

the methodologies in these domains largely complement each

other [6]. We use a Twitter dataset collected during the

Skype outage, which provides a novel context. To the best

of our knowledge, computer science and psycholinguistics

approaches to sentiment analysis have not been empirically

compared. Similarly, sentiment has not been studied during a

service outage. This paper therefore not only fills a method-

ological gap, but also speaks to industry in two important

ways. First, a solid understanding about sentiment methods

is required to derive reliable insights, which are key for

sound decision making. Second, service recovery is crucial

for customer satisfaction, loyalty, and trust.

II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

A. Twitter data collection

The dataset used in this paper was collected using Twitter

streaming API on 21 September 2015 after observing the

Skype Twitter account notifying customers about their messen-

ger service outage [7]. The tweets were searched and collected

using two keywords, ‘#skypedown’ and ‘skypedown’ in the

tweet text. Approximately 10,000 tweets were collected for

the day using twitter4j API Java package.
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B. Tweets sentiment scoring

We scored the tweets text using three natural language

processing (NLP) approaches - lexical, machine learning,

and psycholinguistic. The advantage of using lexicon based

methods for sentiment analysis is that it does not require

training data and is often claimed to be successful for do-

main independent sentiment classification. The lexical scoring

algorithm first pre-processed the tweet by incorporating the

tokenization process (removing punctuation, converting to

lower case, and removing stop words etc.). We then extracted

the unigram (single word) features to understand the polarity

of each tweet word. To do so, we matched each unigram with

the Bing-Liu opinion lexicon [8], a corpus of positive and

negative words, and arrived at the tweet sentiment score by

subtracting the number of negative word occurrences from the

number of positive word occurrences for each tweet. With

this we arrived at the first simple measure of tweet sentiment.

In order to utilise machine learning approach, we resorted

two labelled datasets for training and testing, provided by

SemEval2015 (Semantic Evaluation), which is an ongoing

series of NLP competitions [9], to arrive at a machine learning

score for Skype outage tweets. Both datasets have tweets

annotated with three sentiment categories: positive, negative

and neutral. Using the training dataset from SemEval2015, we

classified our unlabelled tweets about the Skype outage. In this

classification we used the features part of speech tags, word

vectors, unigrams, bigrams, and sentiment lexica. Sentiment

lexica provided us with the objectivity or subjectivity of

matched words present in the lexica and we provisioned four

lexicas for this study; Bing Liu opinion lexicon [8], the MPQA

subjectivity lexicon [10], AFINN [11] and SentiWordNet [12].

We then used a logistic regression classifier to arrive at ma-

chine learning sentiment score (positive, negative and neutral)

by incorporating the methodology adopted in our previous

research [13].

For the psycholinguistics analysis, the tweets were read into

the R environment where they underwent a data cleaning

process. We removed numbers, website links, emoticons,

special characters, and stop words from tweets with the

packages tm and NLP from the CRAN repository in R. The

remaining linguistic content of tweets was rated according

to word valence and arousal ratings found in a published

database containing 13,915 word lemmas [5]. This database

has, for example, been used in the marketing and behaviour

disciplines [14] [15]. The norms have been collected in a

crowd-sourcing effort. Each word was rated by 18 different

participants on a nine-point scale ranging from one (unhappy;

calm) to nine (happy; excited). Participants indicated how

they felt when reading a word. One end of the valence scale

was anchored with completely unhappy, annoyed, unsatisfied,

melancholic, or despaired. The other end of the scale was

labelled completely happy, pleased, satisfied, or contented.

(see [13] page 5 for details). This detailed scale anchoring

enables a more complete valence rating that clearly defines

positive sentiment as opposed to scales that use only happiness

as anchoring points. In a final step, the mean and median

sentiment per tweet were computed based on the valenced

rated words in order to have two complimentary measures

of dispersion because natural language data is not always

normally distributed.

C. Comparing and Contrasting the Lexical, Machine Learn-
ing, and Psycholinguistic Approaches

Comparing and contrasting the lexical, machine learning,

and psycholinguistic approaches provides different predictions.

The lexical and psycholinguistic approaches are insofar similar

as they both rely on unigrams and use a single lexicon. In

comparison, machine learning uses bigrams and draws on

more lexica. We might thus expect the sentiment scores of

the lexical and psycholinguistic approaches to be similar.

However, they use different lexicons to look up sentiment

scores. The employed lexical and machine learning approaches

on the other hand, rely on the same initial lexicon. Following

this rationale we could expect the sentiment scores of the

lexical and machine learning approaches to agree with each

other. Similarly, the lexical and machine learning approaches

establish sentiment by weighing positive and negative words

against each other because the number of negative word

occurrences are subtracted from the number of positive word

occurrences. The word ‘delighted’ is therefore treated as

equally positive as the word ‘content’. Similarly, the word

‘upset’ is treated as equally negative as the word ‘displeased’.

In sum, the three chosen approaches share characteristics but

also deviate from each other making them an interesting and

suitable choice for exploratory comparisons.

III. RESULTS

The initial data exploration shows that sentiment depends on

the employed approach as Fig. 1 shows. The lexical approach

shows that generally neutral language is employed. Following

the machine learning approach, tweeters use almost as much

neutral as negative language. According to the psycholinguistic

approach, tweeters use on average slightly positive language.

The same holds true for the median sentiment per tweet. Fig.

1 illustrates the quasi-dichotomy of the lexical and machine

learning approaches and the more detailed analysis that the

psycholinguistic approach allows. It therefore underpins our

motivation to study the different approaches. Next, we com-

pute Kendall’s tau as a correlation measure.

According to Table. 2, the lexical and machine learning

approaches share a moderate positive correlation. The lexical

and psycholinguistic approach share an equally moderate

correlation, i.e. produce similar results. In comparison, the

results obtained with the machine learning and the psycholin-

guistic approaches share less agreement. The mean and median

psycholinguistic methods strongly correlate with each other

emphasising the robustness of the psycholinguistic approach.

These similarities or differences cannot be explained in terms

of data cleaning processes or differing stop words. All three

approaches rely on the same stop word list. The reasonable

correlation between the lexical and psycholinguistic approach
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Fig. 1. Triangulated sentiment analysis for Skype outage tweets

Fig. 2. Correlation Analyses with Kendalls tau

suggests that employed dictionary databases are similar. The

much smaller correlation between the psycholinguistics and

machine learning approaches therefore indicates that the ap-

proaches start to deviate from each other with the learning

algorithm. The moderate correlation between the lexical and

machine learning approaches support this notion.

A. The Nuances of Psycholinguistics

Particularly in the context of service outage, customer sen-

timent is a useful indication how effective the service recovery

efforts are. The intensity with which customers experience

positive or negative sentiment however is equally important.

Based on the customer delight notion [16], delighted cus-

tomers are more satisfied and loyal than content customers.

Delight expresses positive emotion more strongly than content.

Hence, strongly experienced emotions more powerfully influ-

ence customer satisfaction than weakly experienced emotions.

The lexical and machine learning approaches treat the words

‘delighted’ and ‘content’ as equally positive. According to

psycholinguistics, the word ‘delighted’ has a much higher

positive valence rating, i.e. 7.82, than the word ‘content’,

i.e. 6.70. In that sense, the psycholinguistics valence ratings

answer to this issue, because it computes the average or

median sentiment per text unit. In addition, psycholinguistics

provides information on how emotionally intense the language
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Fig. 3. Language arousal as a proxy for emotional intensity

is with language arousal ratings. Language arousal is part of

the same dictionary as language valence [5]. The language

arousal scale thus ranges from one (calm) to nine (excited) and

the vast majority of words were rated by at least 18 different

individuals.

We explore the emotional intensity notion by computing

the mean and median language arousal for each tweet. As

Fig. 3 shows, customers used only slightly arousing language

when tweeting about the Skype outage. This is surprising given

that tweets concern a service failure. A possible explanation

is that only very unhappy customers expressed the emotion

more intensely. In fact, very unhappy customers with a strong

emotional experience are a segment that companies need to

identify, monitor, and manage carefully. In order to tackle this

concern, very unhappy and very happy tweets were identified

by selecting the tweets in the sample that were three standard

deviations above and below the mean. The sentiment of these

tweets is then correlated with language arousal. With increas-

ing positive sentiment, unhappy customers use slightly calmer

language, but the correlation between sentiment and arousal

is weak (tau = - .115, z = -15.453, p <.001). The analysis

of happy customers paints a similar picture. The correlation

between positive sentiment and arousal is weak (tau = - .143,

z = -5.185, p <.001). Therefore, very unhappy and very happy

customers do not express the emotions triggered by the Skype

service outage considerably more or less strongly.

IV. LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER ONGOING WORK

This work is the first of its kind and exploratory in nature.

Many different lexica, i.e. sentiment dictionaries, exist (see for

example [5] [8] [17]). Many computer science lexica do not

provide information about how many individuals rated each

word in the lexica, what the rating instructions were, and

who the rating individuals are. Moreover, most lexica can be

adapted by the researcher to fit different research needs. The

differences between lexica and how they impact accuracy are

unclear. Similarly, how geographical consistency in training

data and differences in learning algorithms impact sentiment

score is underexplored. These are important questions because

they impact the reliability of sentiment score. Overestimating

or underestimating positive sentiment in customer language

about a trend, for example, potentially results in misallocating

resources in the short term and impacting market share in the

long term. Hence, reliable information are the basis of good

business decisions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this initial investigation, we compared the lexical, ma-

chine learning, and psycholinguistic approaches to ascertain

how Skype customers felt during the Skype outage. Lexical

and machine learning, the traditional approaches in computer

science, are moderately correlated at best. The learning al-

gorithm and the training data thus account for almost 60%

of the deviation between the lexical and machine-learning

approaches. A moderate correlation exists between the lexical

and psycholinguistic approach. The machine-learning and psy-

cholinguistic approach are weakly correlated and produce very

different results. These findings raise interesting questions with

reference to the incremental value of learning algorithms and

training data. Limited knowledge and awareness exists about

these issues despite their importance. Sentiment computation

tends to be a black box for many industry users who take

important business decisions. The sentiment computation pro-

cedure influences not only the results but also the inferences

we can draw from the. For example, the extent to which the

training data takes regional differences into account is unclear.

English is the first language of the United Kingdom, the United

States of America, and Australia. However, British, American,

and Australian English each have their own expressions. More

importantly, English is spoken across the globe. Non-native

speakers may use the language differently. More careful con-

sideration must therefore be given to language regions when

using lexical databases and training data to ensure consistency

and ultimately comparability.

Contrary to our expectation, the findings reveal that the

language in tweets mentioning the Skype outage was not

very negative. Instead the language was slightly positive and

only a little emotionally intense suggesting that customers

were not strongly upset about the outage. There are different

possible explanations for this. Skype was either very good at

service recovery, customers have lower expectations towards

a service that is free, or customers employed coping strategies

effectively. More research is required to better understand what

made the Skype service recovery successful, i.e. why it did not

trigger more negative and strong responses from customers.

In conclusion, psycholinguistics provides a more transparent

method for sentiment analysis and affords additional insight

about emotional intensity that the traditional sentiment analy-

sis approaches cannot provide.
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